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Abstract.
Berstein [1] (and later Clark and Smith [9]) proved that over a
field the homology of the coproduct of two simplicial groups is isomorphic
to the coproduct of the augmented algebras obtained by taking the homology
of these groups. It turns out that this result does not hold in general over the
integers. However, we obtain a Kunneth like formula in which the homology
of the coproduct of two groups is expressed in terms of the homology of the
groups.

1. Introduction. The paper consists of two results whose combination
establishes the main result.
Let R(Gj) be the augmented differential graded algebras over a commutative
ring A, associated with the simplicial groups G-, / = 1, 2. We prove that
R(GX * G2) is chain homotopy equivalent to A(G,) II R(G2), where * stands
for the coproduct of the groups and II stands for the coproduct of differential
augmented algebras (see §2).
The second result is a Kunneth like formula for coproducts. More precisely

H(Z(GX) TJ Z(G2)) is expressed in terms of H(Z(GX)) and H(Z(G2)) and a
torsion factor denoted by mult (Gx, G2) (see §4), where Z is the integers.
The main result provides us with a formula in which H(Z(GX * G2)) is
isomorphic to the direct sum of H(Z(GX)) TJ H(Z(G2)) and mult (GX,G2).
This can be interpreted as follows: Let Xx and X2 be well-pointed, connected,
topological spaces. Then, H(tt(Xx V X2)) can be expressed in terms of
H(Sl(Xx)) and H(Q,(X2)). Our application of the latter is restricted to some
trivial cases in which mult = 0. In particular, we obtain H(Q(S V S ))

= H(n(Sl))UH(Q(Sk)),k,l>

1.

2. An Eilenberg-Zilber theorem for coproducts. In [1] coproducts in the
category of connected graded algebras were defined. This definition can be
extended to differential augmented graded algebras. For the convenience of
the reader we state the definition for the more general case, explicitly.
However, we start with some other definitions.

Definition

1. Let Gx and G2 be objects of § the category of simplicial

groups. Their coproduct

Gx * G2 is defined as follows: (Gx * G2)n = (Gx)n
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* (^2)/!' where (G)n is the group of all elements of G of degree n, and * of the
right-hand side of the equation stands for the free product of groups. The
degeneracy and boundary operators of Gx * G2 are induced by those of Gx and
G2.
Definition
2. The associated algebra R(G) of the simplicial group G is
defined as follows: (R(G))n is the free 7? module generated by (G)n, and the
boundary operator on the generators is defined by 3g = 2,"=o (_l)'9,c?» S

Definition 3. Let Ax and A2 be objects of & the category of augmented
differential graded algebras over the ring R. Their coproduct is defined by
Ax 11^2 = ^ ®2/^/>
where 7 exhausts the collection of all sequences

alternating on 1 and 2. If 7 = (/j J2,...

,jn), then A, = Aj ® Aj ® • • • ® X-

where ^4• is the augmentation of Aj . The algebra structure of Ax\\ A2 is
induced by the algebra structures of Ax and A2 and the tensor product.
Definitions 1 and 3 extend trivially to any finite number of objects.

Theorem

1. Let Gx, G2 E §. Then R(GX * G2) is chain homotopy equivalent

toR(Gx)l[R(G2).
In Theorem 1 we can replace R() by RN( ), the normalized chain complex

of R(). The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 29.4 of [6] and will be
omitted.
3. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of the theorem is based on the method of
acyclic models (see, for example, [6]). Thus we turn to the definition of a
suitable category, models and functors.
Let % denote the category of finite ordered tuples of simplicial groups
(GX,G2,..., Gm). A morphism from (Gx,..., Gm) to (77,,..., 77n) is a tuple

(«/',... ,«4") such that «/': G, -» H* is a homomorphism, 1 < i < m, 1 < jt
< rt. If also (kr],..., kr*)\ (77,,..., 77„) -» (Kx,..., Kp) is a morphism in %
the superposition (kx,... ,kn)(hx,...
,hm) = (/.,...,lm)
is defined as follows:

l/' = kf/hJ':G,^KSi,l

Kt<m.

We define two functors a, B: % -> &. On objects,

a(Gx,...,Gm)

= R(GX*---*GJ

and on morphisms if hx * ■■■* hm: Gx * ■■■* Gm -> 77, * • • • * 77n is the
obvious homomorphism, then a(hx, ...,hm) = R(hx * ■■• * hm) is the chain
map induced by the simplicial homomorphism. The other functor is defined

on objects by B(GX,..., Gm) = R(GX) LI

- - LI R(Gm), and on morphisms

by/i(«1,...,«m) = a(rt2)n ••• II «(*„,)•
We choose the following models for %. Let A„ be the standard complex with
one nondegenerate element 8n of degree n. Denote by A/„ = F(A«) Milnor's
free group construction on Am [7]. The models of our category are all tuples

(Mj,Mj.M
Proposition

) = Mj j
1. a(Mi

■ ) is acyclic, i.e.
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W4- , ))= f °' " # °'
From the isomorphism A(A()*•••*
follows from the definition

F(A, ) =s A(A(- V • • • V A, ) which

of the A construction,

we have H(a(M,
v v
'l,

, ))'

• • • ,lm'

= /7(A(A, V • • • V A,- )). Since A, is contractible for each k, so is A, V • • •
V A, . Because of the commutativity of the order of applying the geometric
realization and loop and suspension constructions,

we obtain the contractibil-

ity of A(A(| V • • • V A,m)= C7A(A,|V • • • V A,J. (G is the simplicial loop
construction and A the suspension construction. For details see [6].)

Proposition

2. B(Mt

We definedB(Mh".J

( ) is acyclic.

= R(Mti)U • • TJ R(Mim)= A e 2/ A/, where

A j stands for the following complex: I = (/,,...
,jn) belongs to the collection of
all sequences in the integers 1, 2, ..., m, such that adjoint integers differ from
each other. A7 stands for A(M ) ® • • • ® ^(Mm) where R(M) is the augmented
complex of R(M). Homology commutes with direct sums. Thus we need to
compute H(Aj). However, because of the associativity of the tensor product and
the fact that H(R(Mk)) = 0 for all k, we obtain from the Kunneth formula for

two complexes, that H(A{) = 0. We conclude that H(B(Mt

■)) = A

© 2/ H(Aj) = A.
Proposition
3. a is representable for / > 0.
Let rax- a2 ■■■an G (R(GX * ■■■* Gm)\ where r G A and at G (Gk),. Consider the maps xt: A; -* Gk such that xj(8!) = ai. We denote by nf' the extension

ofXj to A(A,). Then, a(nf','.. .,hkn")(8{■8, • • • 8,) = axa2 • • •«„.
Proposition

4. B is representable for / > 0.

For a given element bx ® b2 <g>■• • 8 bn G R(GX) II • • • II R(Gn) with
bj G (Gk\, we define the maps >>•:A7 -* (Gk)r such that yj(8,) = bj. The
extension of yt to A(A;) is denoted by tf'. With this notation we obtain at once
that B(tx,...,tn)(8lx
® ■■■ ® 8ln) = bx ® • • • ® bn.
Proof of Theorem 1. Define the following maps:

f0:a(Gx,...,Gm)^B(Gx,...,Gm),
g0:B(Gx,...,Gm)^a(Gx,...,Gm),

by
k(rgxg2, ...,gn)

= rgx®g2®---®

gn,

80(r8i ® Sl ® • •' ® g„) = r8\8i ■■• g„,
where r G A and gt G Gk.. These maps preserve augmentation,
now follows from the method of acyclic models.

and the result

4. A generalized Kunneth formula. The classical Kunneth formula for two
chain complexes was extended by Mac Lane [5], Bockstein [2] and Hungerford
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[3] for more than two chain complexes. Here, we use the notation and a special
case of the main result of the latter.
Theorem (Hungerford).
abelian groups. Then

Let Kx, K2, ...,

Hk(Kx ® • • • ® K") = 21

2

K" be chain complexes of free

mult," (77 (A-1),... ,Hpn(K"))

1=1 px+ ■■■+p„+i=k

ffi (77(AT1)® ••• ® H(K"))k.
In the theorem the following notation is used:

mult," (AX,...,A")

= Hj(Lx ® • • • ® L"),

where Lr is a free resolution of the abelian group Ar.

At this point we would like to express the homology of Z(GX) TJ Z(G2) in
terms of the homology of Z(GX) and Z(G2). Again, the fact that homology
commutes with direct sums reduces the problem to computing the homology
of multiple tensor products. For this reason we introduce the following
notation:

mult (GX,G2)= 2 2
n=\

i=\

2

mult,"(77 (G ),..., HAG,)),

p.p„

where p,, ■■■, p„ are nonnegative integers and (fx,... Jn) alternate on 1 and
2. (For each n there are exactly two sequences (jx,... Jn), one starting with 1
and one starting with 2.) It should be noted that the dimension of an element
in mult depends only on i and p,, ..., pn.

Theorem 2.

H(Z(GX) LI Z(G2)) = Z ffi H(Z(GX)) II H(Z(G2)) ffi mult (GX,G2).
This follows from a multiple use of Hungerford's theorem.
Theorem 1 with R = Z and Theorem 2 provide us with the main result.

Theorem 3. 77(G, * G2) = Z ffi H(Z(GX)) TJ H(Z(G2)) © mult (GX,G2).
5. Applications, (a) For any two simplicial groups and thus also for any two
topological groups G, and G2 with torsion-free integral homology, we obtain

from Theorem 3: 77(G, * G2) = 77(G,) TJ H(G2), because mult (GX,G2)
= 0.
(b) For well-pointed, connected,

topological spaces A, and X2, we have the

following formula:

H(Sl(Xx V A2)) = 77(S2(A,))TJ H(tt(X2)) ffi mult (tt(Xx),tt(X2)).
We derive the above from Theorem 3 by observing that S2Acan be replaced
by a topological group under quite general conditions [8], and that G, * G2 is
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of the homotopy type of fl(Ac V BG ) [4]. If the loop spaces of Xx and X2
have torsion free integral homology, we deduce, as in (a), that

H(Sl(Xx V X2)) = H(Q(XX))TJ H(Q(X2)).
(c) A particular case of (b) is when Xx = S1, X2 = Sk, I, k > 1. Since for

r>

1,

we get

H(tt(Sl V 5*)) = H(i1(S1)) II //(fi(S*)).
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